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Twenty cruck buildings at Skelsmergh, Kendal, c.1600

BY BLAKE TYSON, B.Sc., PH.D.

D

R N. W. Alcock's catalogue of cruck buildings provides a standard by
which the significance of further discoveries of crucks can be judged.' In
Westmorland 42 buildings with full crucks and six more with upper crucks
were recorded.' This article will study the contents of a document, dating from
about 1602, which listed nine unnamed farmsteads in Skelsmergh. Together they
had nineteen buildings containing 61 "paire[s] of trees". This is probably the most
basic and self-explanatory of several terms used to describe cruck trusses, for
matching pairs of crucks were commonly made by splitting selected tree trunks into
halves before further processing. The modern parish of Skelsmergh covers 2,093
acres, mainly under grassland. In 1821 it was one of 26 townships in the huge
Kendal parish and had only 258 inhabitants and 40 houses. 3 The only known
existing cruck frames in Skelsmergh are two in the old wing of Coppack (Coppice)
Howe' which, later, will be shown to be additional to those in the 1602 list. As this
study will raise the number of known cruck buildings in Westmorland by 40%, and
of cruck frames by 75%, other documentary evidence will be explored to identify the
properties that had crucks, but first the context and content of the source must be
discussed.
William Farrer's Records . . . of Kendale (1923, reprinted 1998) has transcripts
from a "Register of Deeds" at Levens Hall including a list of twenty-one properties
"late purchased by James Bellingham esq. and Robert Briggs", dated by Farrer to
"shortly after 1584". Both quotations need to be checked. As there is a marked
contrast between the sparse details for ten of the first eleven properties and the
much more exciting descriptions of nine of the remainder, the list was probably
made up from two separate sources which can be verified. Tenants' names for the
first eleven properties can be compared with a deed, dated 27 June 26 Elizabeth
(1584), which Farrer dated elsewhere to 1578. 5 It noted that Robert Briggs of Old
Malton (Yorks.) and Elizabeth his wife, granted to James Bellingham of Levens,
their Westmorland properties at Skelsmergh, Strickland Roger, Strickland Ketel and
Mintsfeet.
The Inquisition post-mortem (Ipm) of Robert Briggs of Helsfell Hall, a Kendal
clothier, who died on 4 May 1547, found that his son Miles was already dead and
Miles's son Robert (1544 - c.1616), aged 3 1 / 2 , was his heir. 6 The younger Robert
Briggs later lived at Old Malton. By 1588 his son Francis was studying law at the
Middle Temple and later sired two girls who married men from County Durham.'
By 1584, Robert and Francis had probably lost interest in Westmorland and so sold
out to James Bellingham.
The deed noted the tenants' names, four of which appear among the first eleven
in the later list, while most of the other surnames suggest family links (Table lb).
Some of the changes are traceable in other sources and indicate that the second list
of tenants was later than Farrer supposed. For example Oswald Bethom died on 20
April 1587. 8 Sporadic lists of customary tenants and dealings in the Crook manor
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a. Bellingham customary tenants in Skelsmergh Manor.
Listed in the same order as the original documents.
(Source: RK, i, 158 and 257-8).

TABLE 1

Wm. Farrer's list of
tenements, post-1584

Purchased from James Layburne.^
Thomas Bellingham's Ipm, 1580.^
[author's comments]
William Atkinson
Catherene Braban widow
Robt Harrison
Robert Burton
Relict of Hen ry Jackson
Relict of Edmund Gilpin
Nicholas Hodgshon
James Beck
Alan Gilpin

TABLE

[E-bur. 16 Jan 1585/6]
[F-bur. 7 Sept 1591]
[-

EG bur. 15 Sept 1572]

[-bur. 24 Sept 1582]

William Atkinson
Cristofer Braban
Robert Harison
Thomas Burton
George Jackson
Anthony Gilpin
William Becke
same William Becke
Allane Gilpin

lb. Bellingham customary tenants in the Manor of Crook.
(not in original order but sorted by township).
Wm. Farrer's list of
tenements, post-1584

At Robert Brigg's sale to^
James Bellingham 27 June 1584.^
In Skelsmergh

James Tompson [bur. 20 Jan. 1616/7
son Edward adm. 1617]
Rowl. Benson (ex Wm) Lad ..
James Birkett wife
John Phillipson
same ten't [Hen ry B. adm. 1606]
Charles Storey (ex Osw. B.)

James Tompson [Old Earth]
Rowland Benson
James Birkhead
Roland Phillipson [alive 1590]
Allan Bracken wife [Helen]
Oswald Beethome [died 20 Apr. 1587]

In Strickland Ketel
John Shepard [adm. 1602]
same ten't [bur. Feb. 1616/7,
son John adm. 1617]

Anthony Shepheard [died 1602]
Robert Braken wife [Mabel]
[ T bur. 23 Jan. 1582/3]

William Stephenson^
Edw. Stephenson wife

Hen ry Helme wife

^

In Strickland Roger
Edwarde Stephanson

In Kendal (Mintsfeet)
Simond Swainson [ten't 1590-98
succeeded by Hen ry Kitchen]

court records reveal later events. 9 Simon Swainson was first recorded in 1590, when
he took over from Henry Helme's widow, and he was replaced in 1598, when Henry
Kitchin was admitted. Swainson died on 7 January 1604/5.'° In 1598, manor jurors
included James Tompson, Henry Kitchin, Anthony Shepherd and John Phillipson,
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who were all still tenants in 1600. John Shepherd was admitted in 1602 after
Anthony died, so that this may be the most likely date for Farrer's list of tenants.
Unfortunately, a gap in Kendal's parish registers, from late in 1599 to March 1606
is a serious obstacle to testing this and other points of detail.
Other details confirm that the first eleven holdings in the 1602 list were in the
manor of Crook. For example in 1579 James Tompson was fined for cutting down
"Strud asshies" without a licence from the lord." In 1606 Henry Brackan was
admitted to Milnehow in Strickland Roger, previously in the tenure of Allan Brackan,
his late father (CR 9s. 4d.). In 1590, widow Helen Brackan and her son Henry
sought permission for a right of way to Potter Fell common through the
neighbouring tenement of Rowland Phillipson. In 1617 John Bracken was admitted
to an unnamed holding (CR 10s.) earlier held by his late father, Robert Bracken,
who was buried at Kendal on 23 January 1582/3. Robert's will named his widow
Mabel who was buried on 17 February 1616/7. Also Edward Tompson was
admitted to a holding (CR 31s. 8d.) in 1617 after his father James of Old Earth had
been buried on 20 January 1616/7. Apart from Old Earth, the only other named
property was "Lad ..." (Ladyford), possessed by Thomas Benson when he died on
5-May 1610. 12
As most descriptions for the properties noted above are poor, the article will focus
on the other ten in Farrer's (1602) list. They are not named, but the descriptions
provide details of land use, customary rent and boon payments, as well as numbers
of "paire of trees" in houses and farm buildings. As these buildings represent such a
significant increase in the number of Westmorland's cruck-framed buildings, it is
important to identify as many holdings as possible from the details and tenants'
names. By outlining family affairs of the Bellinghams of Levens Hall, it will be clear
that these ten holdings originated from a different source than those bought from the
Briggs family.
Alan Bellingham (1516-1577) bought the Levens Hall estate in 1562 from
Matthew Redman. At Alan's death his son Thomas inherited all his properties. 13
Thomas died on 5 August 1580 and his younger brother James Bellingham inherited
them, along with with numerous properties which Thomas himself had bought.
James Lockey had sold him Bradleyfield; and properties in Longsleddale were
bought from James Leyburne of Cunswick and Skelsmergh. Leyburne had suffered
severe financial penalties for being a Catholic and was executed on 22 March 1583. 14
On 12 May 1580, Leyburne had also sold to Thomas Bellingham "9 messuages in
Skelsmergh, late in the several tenures of William Atkinson, Catherene Braban
widow, Robert Harrison, Robert Burton, the relict of Henry Jackson, the relict of
Edmund Gilpin, Nicholas Hodgshon, James Beck and Alan Gilpin", as well as
"Braban Tame", "Sibb tame otherwise Hauerigge tame" and also a "water grain
mill" and two fulling mills in Skelsmergh occupied by James Beck. 15 The names of
four tenants were the same as in the second part of Farrer's list, while the other five
had relevant surnames. All of the properties remained as part of Levens Hall estate
long after the trustees of James Bellingham's great-grandson sold Levens, in 1688, to
James Grahme (1650-1730). 16 By contrast, the Leyburne family owned Skelsmergh
Hall and its extensive farmland until they were forfeited as a consequence of the
1715 Jacobite Rebellion.
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Features of the Skelsmergh Manor tenements
Some general building and farming matters for the Skelsmergh tenements can be
discussed. The nine main holdings all had buildings with "pairs of trees", probably
like the two surviving trusses at Coppack Howe. All had a "fier howse" (a dwelling
with a heated living room) plus at least a barn. Three holdings were described as
"awincyent" (ancient), as also was Old Earth. A typical entry will serve to indicate
the nature of the evidence:
Robert Harrison holdeth of the lord there an awincyent tenement, a fier howse, stone thakt of 3 paire
of trees, a barne of 4 paire of trees, a cowhowse and stable, errable ground 15a., medow ground 5a.,
common on Skelsmire Fell, a springe or coppice conteyninge 1'/2a.

Most entries also included the customary rent (CR . . .) and other manorial dues.
Seven tenants paid "fell farm 1 d, one capon and 2 days shering". Five of these also
paid six "hennes" per year and two paid three "hennes". The other two descriptions
seem to have lost that detail. By agreement on 26 January 1697/8, James Grahme
freed his Skelsmergh tenants from paying boon hens and capons for a single
payment of 4d. per hen and 8d. per capon "after the rate of 20 years purchase"."
Seven tenements had a house with three "paire of trees". George Jackson's house
had four, while William Beck, the miller, had the largest with six pairs. Though Beck
had also taken over Nicholas Hodgson's holding, it must not be assumed that he was
prosperous. Six holdings had barns with three "paire of trees". As stone gables are
the norm in south Cumbria, these were probably four-bay (rather than two-bay)
buildings, which is the case in a cruck barn built in Great Langdale shortly after
1612. 18 Two barns had four pairs of crucks, so would have five bays each. The ninth
tenement was that of Thomas Burton noted below.
Other farm buildings were noted on six holdings, on three of which "a cowhowse
and stable" were identified. As George Jackson's cowhouse and stable each had "2
paire of trees" his holding had four cruck buildings. In addition to his cruck barn,
Robert Harrison had a cowhouse and stable in which no crucks were noted. Perhaps
they were fairly new buildings. While eight holdings had separate buildings for each
function, Thomas Burton had a "barne cowhouse and stable all under one roofe',
with no recorded crucks. A multi-purpose structure was not necessarily a new form
of building for, in 1562 the farmyard at Appleby vicarage (NY 683205) had a "haybarne, stabyll and Couhouse" with "vi Cuppells of . . . greyt temer" (six cruck
trusses) three of which needed urgent replacement.'
At Skelsmergh there were extra buildings on the holdings of Allan and Anthony
Gilpin. They were simply described as "other vesture houses", so probably stored
crops to be retained on the farm and not sold for cash. 20 They were probably hay
barns and suggest that the farmyards had several buildings despite a limited arable
area. At William Beck's mill, extra buildings were described as "other necessary
houses" and could include the mill, kiln, grain and flour stores and a stable, though
one might have expected the first two to be separately mentioned. They and the
Gilpin vesture houses were recorded as "well repaired", so might have been
relatively new and had no crucks recorded.
Building material was identified for only one structure. The roof of Robert
Harrison's house was "stone thakt" (slated). This might suggest that it had been
freshly roofed, perhaps as part of a new trend. For example, at Kendal in 1582 the
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town's humble new horse-mill was given a slate roof 21 and, between 1569 and 1575,
the Court House and other buildings in Keswick were slated from a quarry at
Applethwaite, near Skiddaw.' 22 A lack of contrary evidence may suggest that the
other Skelsmergh buildings were merely thatched.
In Skelsmergh parish the north-east portion rises to over 700 feet on Skelsmergh
Fell, while the southern part is generally below 300 feet with undulating boulder clay
and drumlins mainly under grassland. The sixteenth century farms were small. The
nine with cruck buildings had "errable" and "medow" totalling 151 acres and, when
they were noted separately, arable (97 acres) was three times the area of meadows
(32 acres). The area on individual farms varied from 9 to 31 acres, averaging 16.77.
There is only one reference to enclosed land. Allan Gilpin had 8 acres of "errable
ground in 3 closes". All farms had common grazing on Skelsmergh Fell.
On five of the nine holdings, useful areas of "spring or coppice" were recorded
and might well have been fenced to deter cattle and sheep from grazing young
shoots. Sizeable trees were clearly at a premium because "an eld acke" was identified
on Atkinson's farm, though it was not necessarily in his coppice at Sibhagg. George
Jackson's coppice must have been particularly well stocked as, on 1 1 /4 acres, there
were "oakes yet remayning threscore and sixtene". Sixty stems to the acre indicates
an average spacing of nearly 27 feet, suited to semi-mature oak in a coppicewith-standards wood. 23 Thomas Burton had three acres of coppice at Hie Fall and
Low Fall, place-names which have eluded identification.
By comparison with these holdings, the six Skelsmergh holdings in Crook manor
were even smaller, averaging only six acres, with about 44% falling in one farm; Old
Earth. The study must now move on to identify the farms in Farrer's (1602) list of
tenants.
Locating Skelsmergh's Tenements with Cruck Buildings (Fig. 1)

In the absence of adequate evidence, six Skelsmergh tenements in the manor of
Crook, noted above, need not be considered further. Similarly, most of the freeholds
noted by Thomas Machell in 1692 will be omitted. 24 These were: "Mr Row,
Stevenson's, Mr Peter Mawson's, Milbeck, Gilthwaite Rigg, Musthil, Thomas
Cook's and several others". Most of these were in the lower-lying south-west part of
Skelsmergh. In view of the almost total destruction of cruck-framed buildings in the
area, the holdings with the clearest documentary evidence will be studied first.
Although Coppack Howe has existing crucks and good title deeds, it will be better
left until later.
Otter Bank (SD 531 971)

Between the list of nine Skelsmergh tenants in Thomas Bellingham's 1580
Inquisition Post Mortem and Farrer's (1602) list of cruck buildings, Christopher
Braban replaced widow Catherene Braban. The deeds of Otter Bank begin in 1586
with one which recites a deed poll of 16 July 1575, when "Katheren" was still alive
with widowrights in the farm. 2 ' By it, Edward Braban gave up his future interests in
"Hutterbank" to his brother Christopher. After Katherine (the widow of Richard
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Braban of Skelsmergh) was buried at Kendal, on 16 January 1585/6, her sons'
agreement was confirmed on 24 February. Christopher was to make two payments
of £3 6s. 8d., followed by 50s. a year during Edward's lifetime.
On this brief, but secure, evidence there is no doubt that Otter Bank was
described as the property of:
Cristofor Braban [who] holdeth ... an awincyent tenement, a fier howse of 3 paire of trees and a
barne of 4 paire of trees and errable ground and medow about 22 acres, a coppice or a springe
conteyninge 2 a., comon upon Skelsmire Fell &c. [CR] 31s. ld., fell farm Id., 6 hennes, one capon, 2
days shering.

Christopher Braban was buried on 30 April 1622. His will, made on 22 May 1621,
referred to his eldest daughter Katherine (bapt. 13 April 1581), her husband
Anthony Hudson, 26 two other daughters and a son Nicholas (bapt. 3 July 1593). 27
His wife Geliun had been buried on 9 November 1597.
It is worth noting here that Thomas Machell referred to two tarns owned by
James Grahme in Skelsmergh as "Brabbon Tarn" and "Great Tarn", both "a quarter
of a mile South East" of St John's chapel. 28 His words locate a point mid-way
between a rounded, water-logged hollow of willow, birch and alder scrub, which still
forms part of Otter Bank farm (clearly Braban Tarn) and Skelsmergh Tarn
(Machell's Great Tarn) (Fig. 3). Thomas Bellingham's Ipm of 1580 referred to the
latter as "Sibb tame otherwise Hauerigge tame" and will become vital evidence
shortly.

Tarnbank (SD 533 964)
Tarnbank stands 200 yards south of Skelsmergh Tarn. The evidence for it having
had cruck buildings relies partly on one place-name used in the early 18th century.
The holding was bought by William Thompson MP, of Underley Hall, on 11
November 1848. 29 By the earliest deed, dated 22 February 1706/7, John Atkinson of
Tarnbank mortgaged three fields to Robert Mowson of Skelsmergh for £24. The
fields were Wats Holme (2 1 /2 a.), Oxenasse-daile (2 a.) and "Hagg alias Sibb Hagg"
(272 a.), at a proportioned customary rent of 12s. payable to James Grahme.
Atkinson probably had financial problems as, on 26 May 1707, for £22 he
mortgaged two more fields (CR 8s.) to a tanner, Edward Nicholson of Skelsmergh,
who will be referred to again later. 30 On 15 December 1710, Atkinson mortgaged
another field and five dales in Tarnbank common field (CR 10s.) to Zachary
Hubbersty of Coppack Howe for £62. Atkinson "died shortly after" this, but had
not paid off the mortgages. His only child, Jane, was a minor; and his widow Bridget
lost her widowright when she married Robert Wilson, weaver, who settled the first
mortgage in 1726. Jane Atkinson was admitted tenant in 1720 (CR 27s. 6d.) and
repaid the third mortgage in 1730. Eventually, she re-mortgaged Tarnbank,
including Sibbhagg, to Jeremiah and Margaret Batmisson of Ravenglass for £66 10s.
on 17 June 1743 and then, on 27 August at Burneside, married John Harling of
Selside. All the remaining documents are 19th century.
As "Sibb tame" was an alternative name for Skelsmergh Tarn, Sibb Hagg would
have been a former coppice wood near it. 31 The 1836 Skelsmergh Corn Rent map
schedule includes 0.3 acres of the tarn (plot 79) in Tarnbank farm; and two nearby
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pastures (plots 87 and 88) were known as Far Hagg and Near Hagg. 3 ' These
place-names, coupled with the surname Atkinson, suggest that Tarnbank was the
16th century holding of:
-

William Atkinsone [who] holdeth ... an awincyent fier howse of 3 paire of trees and a barne of 3
paire of trees, errable ground 4 a., medow ground 6 a., one coppice or springe conteyninge 7r. and
common on Skelsmire Fell. The name of the spring is Sibhagg, and there is an elde acke in his said
tenemente, he payeth 37s. 3d., fell farm Id., and 3 hennes and one capon and 2 dayes sheringe.

Unfortunately, gaps in the Kendal parish registers, particularly from 1632 to 1678,
prevent this common surname from being traced back to provide better
identification.

Beck Mills (SD 526 946)
The place-names volume covering Skelsmergh states that Beck Mills got its name
from the Beck family. 33 Thomas Bellingham's 1580 Ipm listed a James Beck among
his nine Skelsmergh tenants, but by the 1602 list William Beck was the corn mill
tenant. A James Beck of Skelsmergh was buried on 24 September 1582 followed by
Jennet, his widow, on 21 June 1584. William was probably his son baptised before
the Kendal registers began in 1558. Between 1592 and 1611 he fathered nine
children including James, baptised on 17 January 1597/8. William was buried on 21
August 1616 but his address and trade were not stated in the parish registers.
A Levens Hall estate rental for 1784 includes Beck Mills, but the land agent's
letters in the 1690s are far more exciting. 34 He was planning to build a miller's house
at Helsington (SD 513903) just south of Kendal. On 23 February 1692/3 he
intended to "bring some wood from Becks tenement in Skelsmergh ... there being
no old wood left at Helston". A bill for 15s. "for nine men one day Securing and
takeing the Millstones downe att Becks Millnes" and 2s. "to Miles Penny for
Shakling Wood there" was receipted on 27 March 1693. 35 Before 7 April, the agent
sent his employer:
an account of the Wood taken down at Becks house in Skelsmergh. I have gotten a great part of it
brought to Helston Mill house ... The mill stones, being in great danger of falling by reason of the
rotten timber they laid on, I got safely taken down ... Charles Saul who ... saw old Beck and was
employed by him to sell some free stone which was designed formerly for this tenement threatens to
indite all the Workmen that pulled down the Timber and I believe has written to Old Beck to that
purpose.

Regarding the old millstones at Beck's tenement, in November 1694 the agent wrote
"the Millwright says they're too light for Helston and not broad enough. You may
remember you had some thoughts of building Beck Mills againe". He could not tell
his employer how "Bellingham came to possess Becks tenement", but assumed it
was because of arrears of customary fines. Clearly, he was not aware that it was one
of the nine Skelsmergh tenements bought by Thomas Bellingham from James
Leyburne on 12 May 1580. The agent advised "for a small matter you may have
Beck doe anything; he is very poor and is to be met with at the Sun Tavern behind
the Exchange every day".
The detail gives a clear impression that "Old Beck" was a regular tippler in
Kendal, that his house and mill were very run-down and that he had planned to sell
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off the building materials. The agent thwarted this by taking the timber from Beck's
house but it would be uneconomic to carry building stone to Helsington. Beck's
mill-stones were unsuited for the larger mill so were secured and, with the old stone,
could be reused if Beck's mill was rebuilt. A month before the agent started this
scheme, on 17 January 1692/3, James Grahme had leased "all that messuage and
tenement formerly parcel of one William Becks tenement" for seven years, at
£ 6 10s. a year to Peter Platt of Summer Hall (i.e. Summerhowe 200 yards north of
Beck Mills)." Terms were agreed in case Grahme "during this terme be mindfull to
build or repair the houses, mill and kill". 37 A long succession of later leases survive at
Levens Hall.
The Beck family can be traced back as tenants in Skelsmergh manor court
records. 38 For example, in 1692 William Becke held an unnamed property which, on
the above evidence was surely Beck Mill. He also had Laneside tenement, and fields
Priest Holme (adjoining the mill weir) and Priest Lees (next-but-one field further
north). A William Beck was customary tenant of the same four in 1677 and 1647
while, in 1639, James Becke was customary tenant of the mill and Laneside. James
was baptised in January 1597/8, a son of William Becke of Skelsmergh and
succeeded his father in 1616. This indicates that the following description was of
Beck Mill on the River Mint:
Williame Becke holdeth ... a corne milne, a fier howse of 6 paire of trees, a barne of 3 paire of trees,
and other necessarie howses well repaired, errable ground about 26 a., medow ground about 5 a.,
comon on Skelsmire Fell, £4 6s. 8d., fell farm 1 d., 6 bennes, 1 capon, 2 days shering.

In view of the 1693 demolition and later alterations, it is not surprising that there are
no signs of the ancient buildings. 39

Laneside (SD 528 955)
On the above evidence, successive members of the Beck family held Laneside
throughout the seventeenth century. On 2 February 1653/4 William Beck
mortgaged two "closes of ground at Laneside" to John Archer, a Kendal mercer, for
£60. The closes were named Hingriggs (5 a.) and Brown Mire (1 a.), liable for 7s.
customary rent paid to Allan Bellingham. 40 Thus, the second property of William
Beck in Farrer's list must equate with Laneside:
The same William Becke ... late Nichole Hodgson's, a fier howse of 3 paire of trees, barne of 3 paire
of trees, errable ground 8 a., medow ground 1 a., and comon on Skelsmire Fell, and ys yerlye to be
valued to five pounds by per annum [CR] 10s. 2d., fell farme 1 d., 3 hennes, 1 capon and 2 days
shering.

The Kendal registers record burials for several Nicholas Hodgsons but not of
Skelsmergh. However, there is an incomplete entry on 13 September 1599, for
which damage has removed the place name. This date would be suitable in view of
the revised date for the cruck list (1602). On the 1836 Skelsmergh Corn Rent map, 41
Laneside comprised 15 acres in six fields, and 32'/2 acres in three inclosure
allotments on Skelsmergh Fell. It is no longer a farm and the buildings appear to be
early eighteenth century.
The fate of the two mortgaged closes can be traced. In 1692, the Skelsmergh
manor court found that a Richard Birkett was customary tenant of Hingriggs, late
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possessed by Alan Prickett deceased "in trust for the Town of Kendal". Birkett sold
Hingriggs and Brown Mire on 29 June 1696 to Rowland Scales, drover. 4 Z The next
day Christopher Redman, mayor of Kendal, formally conveyed the fields to Scales
for £61 paid to the borough. In 1695 Rowland Scales was described as "of
Gillthwaite Rigg, yeoman". 43 By 1731 they had passed to Mary Scales. On 7 July
1744 they were enfranchised to a Kendal merchant, John Thompson, for
£25 3s. 6d. In 1836, as part of Low Groves farm, Hingriggs was a 7.4 acre meadow
just north of Laneside (Fig. 1). 44

Redbank (SD 522 965)
Robert Harison holdeth ... an awincyent tenement, a fier howse, stone thakt of 3 paire of trees, a
barne of 4 paire of trees, a cowhowse and stable, errable ground 15 a., medow ground 5 a., common
on Skelsmire Fell, a springe or coppice conteyninge 1 `/2 a.

The only parish register entry before 1600 for a Robert Harrison of Skelsmergh is
the burial of a daughter Dorothy on 6 June 1575. However, in a gap in the registers,
on 27 September 1605, probate was granted on the will of Robert Harrison of
Skelsmergh. He left £9 to the poor payable at £1 per year. Also, £ 1 and his best hat
went to his son Richard "on condition that he content hymself and alow all my
former ... covenants mad to Peter Mowson About my Tenement and if he will not
be content then it [k1] goeth to the poor . . . All things which conserneth my
tenement . . . I have [already] passed to Peter Mowson at the maridg of my
Daughter Margarett". Their marriage was on 17 September 1593 and their two sons
Nicholas and Robert received small bequests from Robert Harrison." Margaret
would have been born during the register gap 1562-70.
Peter Mowson was buried on 23 December 1620, having made his will on 16
September. Significantly he gave his tenement at "Redbanke" to his widow Margrett
who was to continue to pay Richard Harrison unstated amounts as Peter had done.
Nicholas was left Mr Fisher's tenement at Mill Beck, and all other property after his
mother's death. He was to pay his uncle Richard Harrison sums specified in an
indenture between Peter and Richard. Nicholas was to pay his brother Robert £100
within two years after entry, or lose Redbank to Robert. 46 Peter Mowson's inventory,
totalling £117 18s. 6d., mentions the cowhouse, 26 beasts and cattle (worth £33), a
mare, horse, 26 sheep, hay at Mill Beck, "Hay in the barne at home" £6, corn in the
barn (k14), plus husbandry gear. The dwelling had a "house" (living room), a
chamber where he lay, a chamber beneath doors, a chamber loft, a little loft over the
buttery, a work loft and "the other loft" with meal, malt and cheeses. The details are
of a comfortable home and well equipped farm, clearly pointing to Redbank as
Robert Harrison's tenement in the 1602 list.

Holme House (SD 522 974)
George Jackson holdeth ... a fier howse of 4 paire of trees, barne of 3 paire of trees, a cowhowse and
stable, eyther of 2 paire of trees, errable ground 14 a., medow ground 3 a., comon upon Skelsmire
Fell, one springe or coppie conteyninge about 5 r[oods] wherein is oakes yet remayning threscore and
sixtene, [CR] 13s. 4d., fell farm Id., 6 bennes, 1 capon, 2 days shering.
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In Thomas Bellingham's Ipm of 1580, the fifth of nine Skelsmergh tenements was
held by Henry Jackson's widow; and the fifth in the 1602 list of cruck properties was
held by George Jackson (Table la). On 14 August 1631, George Jackson of
Skelsmergh gave Henry, his eldest son, two closes: "Hier Holme" (4 a.) and "Marie
Dale" (1 a.) CR 3s. 4d. This was "for prefering him in marriage with one Elizabeth
Bownes of the bridge house in Selside" at the foot of Bannisdale. They married on 6
November 1631. The fields were part of George Jackson's customary tenement (full
CR 13s. 4d.), which was also to pass to Henry after George and his widow died.'
On 20 February 1642/3, husbandman Henry Jackson of Bannisdale and
blacksmith William Jackson of Holme House, Skelsmergh, sold Holme House for
£135 10s. 9d. to Henry Braban, yeoman of Garthrow. The tenement was late in the
tenure of George Jackson, their deceased father, and was part of Sir Henry
Bellingham's lands (CR 13s. 4d.) In 1674 Robert Stephenson of Dodding Green
was admitted tenant of Holme House (CR 13s. 4d.). 48 The land is still part of
Dodding Green estate but, in 1912, the present farmer's grandfather, Jack Steel,
built the present house and incorporated an old field-barn into the buildings.
Field names selected from the 1836 Skelsmergh Corn Rent map suggest that the
ancient farmstead of Holme House was about half a mile north of the present farm
buildings. They are shown on Fig. 3 and listed in Table 2.
'

TABLE 2. Field names that suggest the former position of Holm House.
(Taken from Skelsmergh Corn Rent map.)
Plot

Name

Use

Acreage

283
289
285
284
286

Marble Dale
High Holme
Holme House Head
Stackyard
Wood

pasture
arable
pasture
arable
coppice

1.806
8.793
1.612
0.500
0.912

Other fields are shown on Figure 3. The best access to Holme House Head, Marble
Dale and the stackyard was formerly by a narrow lane leading from Hollin Root.
Both farms still share rights to the lane and, near its southern end, a rectangular
patch of thistles and nettles in an otherwise weed-free pasture, suggests where the
sixteenth century farmstead probably stood even though there is no physical
evidence above ground.
The deeds noted above allow some study of George Jackson's family
circumstances. His son Henry, baptised on 3 December 1583, lived at High Bridge
House, Bannisdale, when he made a will on 7 October 1646. The executor (his
brother William) was to sell that house, so that "Henry Braban shall be first paid .. .
and if he please to buy it he shall have it 20s. cheaper than another". This suggests
that the earlier sale of Holme House to Braban failed to settle a large debt. Any
surplus was to be divided equally between William, his three unmarried sisters
Margaret, Agnes and Mary; and Henry's late wife's daughter Katherine Warriner. A
brother James was left 20s. Henry's inventory on 23 October 1646, totalled only
£20 15s. 6d., including a few cattle. His father, George, left no will and his
inventory, on 27 October 1635, totalled only £27 18s. 6d. including seven cattle. He
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owed his sons Christopher J9 and Henry 5s., and his wife Agnes obtained probate.
She died before 21 September 1637 when her inventory came to £16 18s. 8d. She
owed her son John Jackson, a Kendal blacksmith, £3 4s. Od., and he and his sister
Mary obtained probate on 18 November. The inventory of John Jackson, blacksmith
of Highgate, Kendal was prised on 7 September 1646 and totalled £71 13s. 4d.,
including £48 owing to him and just £2 for the smithy work tools. 50 Although
earlier, more direct, detail would have been preferred, the evidence allows Holme
House to be identified as Henry Jackson's former tenement in 1580.

Coppack Howe (SD 525 969)
Figure 2 shows details of the north wing of Coppack Howe and its two
cruck-frames. Both seem to be in their original position and have blades springing
from very low in the walls, if not actually from a hidden ground position. They both
have a tie-beam, collar and a saddle or yoke all jointed into the south face. The
southern frame is of Alcock's type H, with the head of the blades clasping the ridge
piece, while the northern frame is type C with the ridge piece resting on the yoke. It
is clear that the stone side walls were raised centuries ago by setting the eastern
purlins on large chocks supported by the crucks. The western side of the roof was
raised by fixing a stout rafter to each frame to carry a repositioned purlin. In both
frames, old notches for purlins suggest that the original roof was steeply pitched and
probably thatched. Both crucks on the west side had windbraces rising to trenched
purlins. It is possible to argue that the tie-beams were not needed if the original
building had only ground floor living space. They could have been added to support
the upper floor joists when the walls and roof were raised.
Coppack Howe's deeds go back to 1580. It was not one of the cruck tenements
listed by Farrer, since James Leyburne had already sold it to Allan Gilpin, yeoman of
Patton, for £26 on 16 January 1579/80, four months before Thomas Bellingham
purchased the other nine from Leyburne. The deeds do not mention the
Bellinghams or James Grahme as lords of the manor; and Bellingham was still a
minor in January 1579/80. 51 The customary rent of Coppack Howe was 13s. 5d., but
this probably included 1 d. fell farm rent. The occupier was Christian, widow of
Thomas Warde. Gilpin was to have "perfect title ... in fee simple free of all claims",
except for the dower right of Bridget, wife of James Leyburne, and rents and services
due to the chief lord. 52 Thus, despite customary charges, the estate was inheritable
without limitations.
Gilpin made a complex will on 25 April 1581, and was buried on 14 May. 53 His
wife, Margaret, was to have the Patton tenement in which he lived and also Braken
Folds in Whinfell during her widowhood, after which their eldest son Arthur was to
have them. He left "all my lands which I have purchased unto my son Alan" but he
did not name them. 54 Coppack Howe was one of them for, on 25 July 1602, Arthur,
Alan and their mother Margaret sold half of Coppack Howe to Thomas Atkinson,
yeoman of Skelsmergh, for £18 6s. 8d. The occupier was Elizabeth, widow of Adam
Pickering. The same three granted the other half to Agnes Powley. After she died
her eldest son Lancelot of Scoutgreen, Crosby Ravensworth, sold his part for
£18 9s. Od. to his brother William (of Coppack Howe) on 31 January 1608/9.
William Powley was living at Firbank by 31 January 1614/5, when he sold his half of
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Coppack Howe to Thomas Atkinson for £140, so reuniting the property.
On 1 February 1616/7, for £8 6s. 8d., Thomas Atkinson bought from Alan
Gilpin of Eadesbank (Edgebank) 55 more land formerly "part of a tenement in
Skelsmergh called Great Oak, late in the tenure of Gilbert Gilpin, deceased, and
since James Gilpin" (CR 3s. 4d.). The Atkinson family then retained Coppack
Howe until 16 September 1766, when Thomas Atkinson of Greenholme, Orton (a
younger son of Thomas and Jennet Atkinson of Whinhow, Orton, both deceased)
sold it to John Bateman of Townson Hall, Strickland Ketel for £1,050. The
staircase in the newer part of Coppack Howe is dated TAA 1702, which is
consistent with the style of the south wing and suggests that Thomas Atkinson was
responsible for building it.
Although only one property in Farrer's list was in the tenure of Allan Gilpin, its
rent had been cut from 13s. 4d. to 10s. because "3s. 4d. was taken off for the mill
dam". As a deed of 1629 still recorded the yearly rent of Coppack Howe as 13s. 4d.,
it is clear that this was not one of the nine tenements that Thomas Bellingham
bought on 12 May 1580. A search for a more suitable holding of Allan Gilpin must
be made.
Deeds in the Underley Hall estate papers show that James Leyburne also sold
Allan Gilpin another property for £16 5s. on 15 October 1580, 56 over two months
after Thomas Bellingham died. Stocks Tenement was formerly in the tenure of
Gilbert Gilpin (CR 13s.) and was on the east side of the Kendal-Penrith road
opposite to Burton House. As with Coppack Howe, there are no signs in the deeds
or manorial records that the original tenement was under Levens Hall control,
though some 18th century additions had been. One of these was an acre of freehold
called Wilson's Wife's Acre in Tarney Bank "late parcel of Burton House tenement"
bought from William Fisher. 57

Burton House (SD 528 964)
Burton House is now owned by the Dodding Green trust and lies on the west side of
the present A6 road, under half-a-mile south-east of Coppack Howe. The Levens
Hall papers show that, on 12 December 1741, it was enfranchised to Anthony
Fisher, for £34 2s. 6d. 58 He had become customary tenant of "Burton House alias
Burton Tenement" (CR 10s.) in 1723, through the will of his uncle William
Stephenson, a blacksmith of Skelsmergh, who was admitted in 1704. 59 His
predecessor was George Wilson, gentleman. 60 Before then, the manorial records are
too fragmentary to deduce a clear succession, but in 1647 Robert Whithead son of
Thomas "heir from Robert Phillipson" was admitted to Burton House (CR 10s.),
"late in the possession of Allan Gilpin". No earlier references have been found, but
Gilpin's name linked with the 10s. customary rent and the later admittances in the
Levens Hall papers, all suggest that Burton House was described in Farrer's list as:
... a fier howse of 3 paire of trees, barne of 3 paire of trees, and other vesture
howses, errable ground in 3 closes 8 a., medow ground 5 a., comon on Skelsmire Fell, that it was 13s.
4d. rent and the 3s. 4d. was taken off for the mill dam, [leaving] 10s., fell farm Id., 6 hennes, 1
capon, 2 dayes sheringe

Allane Gilpin holdeth

As a quarter of the customary rent was given up to release a site for a mill dam,
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and Stocks Mill is only 300 yards north of Burton House, the latter was probably
one of the nine holdings bought by Thomas Bellingham on 12 May 1580. Such a
large reduction probably reflected the tenant's hard bargaining, as well as future
economic advantages expected by the lord of the manor from creating a mill on
Skelsmergh's best water source other than the two rivers which mark the parish
boundary. The modern Stocks Mill, with a high dam just upstream from the mill,
probably began with the "new erected mills, kiln ... & appurtenances" referred to in
Thomas Ashburner's will of 7 December 1776 as "tann mills", and sold by his
trustees on 12 August 1785. 61 However the Skelsmergh Corn Rent map of 1836
includes plot 191 as a tiny dam, about 200 yards further up stream, between two
fields both called "Dam Meadow". By 1836 the southerly field (plot 189) had
become a part of Laneside farm (a former Bellingham property). The northerly field
(plot 192) was in Red Tree farm, Garthrow, which had been part of the manors of
the Thornburghs of Selside Hall. 62 The dam is now derelict but must have been built
on Bellingham land before 1602.
Some references exist for "a parcel of land formerly belonging to Burton
Tenement" (CR 3s. 4d.), to which William Speight was admitted tenant after his
father Richard was buried on 7 March 1699/1700. Richard obtained it in 1680 "in
right of his wife" Jane née Harrison, after her uncle Christopher Dennison (a tanner)
left her his holding in Garthrow, which was of the lands of William Thornburgh (CR
6s. 8d.). He also left her "High Field" in Skelsmergh, which he bought from John
Harrison (James Bellingham's lands CR 3s. 4d.) and to which Dennison was
admitted in 1647. 63 Richard Speight's will named the holding as "Willow Tree". 64 In
1711 James Grahme enfranchised High Field (CR 3s. 4d.) to William Speight of
Brigsteer. After it was split into two fields called Burton Closes, spinster Elizabeth
Speight bought its 3 1 /2 acres (CR 3s. 4d.) on 3 April 1755 for L60 from her father
William. On 14 April 1786 Richard Speight of Boothwaite in Selside, left his son
William his holding called "Sallatree" in Garthrow and two fields called Burton
Closes. 65 The text of the Skelsmergh inclosure award in 1829 recorded that John
Mount's farm was known as both "Red Tree and Sallow Tree" at the east end of
Garthrow. 66 The 1836 Skelsmergh Corn Rent map showed Burton Close as a 4.9
acre pasture (plot 26) adjoining the north-east tip of Red Tree farm. 67 The full
relevance of this identification will become apparent shortly.
Some other Burton House affairs are worth pursuing. Levens estate papers state
that, on 21 April 1677, widow Elizabeth Platt leased Burton House, a barn, garden
and four closes called Croft, Laithe Greene, Ness-land-dale and Myre for three years
for /5 5s. a year from James Bellingham. Widow Gilpin had been the tenant. 68 On
4 February 1670/1, Elizabeth Platt of Summer Howe, her son Peter and her
father-in-law, Oliver Platt, a tallow chandler of Kendal, paid Robert Gibson
L6 13s. 4d. for Gibbon Housestead, Nesland Ford two closes known as Haggs and
two more known as Socka-banks. They had belonged to the farm of John Gibson,
deceased, later held by Peter Platt, Elizabeth's late husband. 69 This holding was next
south of Burton House, so that Mrs Platt probably ran the two together for a time.
However, on 30 October 1693, she, her son and daughter sold Gibbon Housestead
and its land to Edward Holme, a weaver of Stramongate, Kendal. On 1 February
1699/1700, he sold it for L107 5s. to Rowland Scales of Gilthwaiterigg 70 who gave
the same twelve acres to his second son Jonathan on 17 March 1704/5." The Haggs
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are described in the deeds as "closes of woody ground". The 1836 Corn Rent map
shows that Burton House had about 15 acres of land near the house including
Nesslands Dale, plus 32 acres of allotment on Skelsmergh Fell inclosed in 1829.
The name Gibbon Housestead had been corrupted to "Giving House Steads", a 3.3
acre field (plot 159), then part of Low Groves farm which included Hingriggs,
formerly of Laneside farm. 72

Some Garthrow Properties
Anthony Gilpin's Tenement
In Farrer's list of cruck properties, three have been difficult to identify, partly
because two descriptions were incomplete:
Anthony Gilpin holdeth ... a fier howse of 3 paire of trees, barne 3 paire of trees and other vesture
howses well repaired, errable ground about 7 a., medow ground 2 a., comon on Skelsmire Fell .. .

This lacks detail on at least customary rent and dues. The tenth (non-cruck) entry
was even more incomplete:
James Gilpine holdeth . . . a parcel of ground late of the houlding of Anthonie Gilpine about 3
r[oods] of ground, medow or sawing ground, c[ommon ?] . . .

As this item can be interpreted as Anthony giving James a plot on which to run a
timber business or prepare trees to build a house, the men were probably related
(apparently brothers). Of the holdings in Thomas Bellingham's 1580 Ipm, one
occupied by the "relict of Edmund Gilpin" was in the same list order as Anthony
Gilpin's in the 1602 list (Table la). Edmund Gilpin was buried on 15 September
1572 but no will survives. Anthony Gilpin was probably his son, born before 1558
when Kendal's existing registers began. His was an uncommon name in Skelsmergh,
with only one adult burial of an Anthony Gilpin recorded between 1600 and 1632.
To identify his holding, the family will need to be studied in some detail.
After Anthony Gilpin of Skelsmergh was buried on 8 June 1620 intestate, his
inventory was taken at Garthrow on 31 July. An Ipm, held on 19 September 1621
found that he had died on 7 June 1620, possessed of half of a "capital messuage in
Skelsmer called le Thorneyeslacke" with 10 acres of land held of Charles, Prince of
Wales, in the Marquis Fee; 73 hence not a Bellingham property. Four daughters were
his joint heirs: Elizabeth, wife of John Gilpin of Skelsmergh; Mary, wife of Nicholas
Warde of Whinfell; Cristobella, wife of Thomas Burton of Skelsmergh; Katherine, wife
of Henry Willison of Whinfell.
Only one of the marriages survives in the Kendal registers; Marie Gilpin and
Nicholas Ward on 31 January 1595/6. Her baptism was no doubt on 19 December
1571. If the girls were listed in order of age, Katherine was baptised on 2 June
1582. 74 Anthony Gilpin's marriage and Elizabeth's baptism would be in the 1562-70
gap in the registers, so he was probably born about 1545.
Anthony Gilpin's inventory, after settling a few small debts, was worth only
£25 17s. 8d., including L6 for two cows, a stirk and a horse and £5 for standing
corn. This could be the meagre estate of an elderly man, apparently well over
seventy when he died, who had already passed most of his property to his family. His
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FIG. 3. Map of farms in Garthrow in 1836 showing Holme House farm (light shading),
the awkward shape of Goody Nook (darker shading) and the general location of some of the fields
formerly called High Field (coarse shading) belonging to several farms. Spout Tenement probably stood
west of Red Tree farm into which some of its land seems to have been incorporated.
Two fields of Spout Tenement were sold to Otter Bank farm in 1690.

first wife was probably Jane, buried on 11 August 1612. He then married Anne
Nubie of Strickland on 10 June 1615 and a daughter Jane was baptised on 19
February 1619/20, just four months before he died. 75 No more children were
recorded before 1632 for any Anthony Gilpin of Kendal parish; but his widow was
still sexually active, since an unnamed "son of Anthony Gilpin wife, the supposed
father Tho: Burton" was buried on 18 January 1623/4. If true, Burton's affair with his
step-mother-in- law must have aroused gossip.
Thomas Burton was certainly close to the Gilpins since, with John Gilpin the
elder, he was a witness to the will of James Gilpin of Garthrow. The will was made
on 21 July 1618, followed by James's burial on 30th, and his inventory was
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appraised on 6 August. James left his unnamed tenement equally between his wife
Jennet and his son Rowland, his joint executors. Rowland was also left a "close
called High Field which I bought of Thomas Burton". This will be considered again
shortly. Among the bequests, James left L5 "to Isabel Mackereth my sister". Only
one compatible wedding exists in the Kendal registers, on 28 July 1576, to William
Mackereth of Natland. He was buried on 6 November 1622 and "Isabell late wife of
Wm Mackereth late of Natland" was buried on 27 April 1627. She was probably
born about 1552 and her lifespan was consistent with James being born before 1558
as Anthony Gilpin's younger brother.
This gains support from James Gilpin's inventory which notes that he was owed
25s. by shearman William Mackereth and 3s. by Anthony Gilpin. The total
inventory value was £103 19s., minus £18 3s. 7d. in debts, the largest of which was
L11 due to Rowland Gilpin, his son. The inventory gives an impression of a
comfortable house and well-stocked, small farm with a horse, four cattle and two
calves (L12), seven young beasts (£14), 39 sheep (£5 18s.) and five acres of corn
worth k14.
Like Anthony, James appears to have been married twice. His will left £4 to
"Marion Tunstall daughter to my wife" and £ 1 to "Myles Dixon son to my said
wife". 76 James Gilpin had married Jennett Tunstall on 2 June 1612 but all of his
children were by his first wife, Margrett, who was buried on 8 September 1611. Her
marriage to James and the baptism of all but one of the children including Rowland
are lost in register gaps between 1587 and 1606. However, three were buried; James
(1608), Elizabeth and Margaret (Jan. and Feb. 1611/12). Janet, baptised on 1 July
1610, probably survived beyond the register gap starting in 1632.
James left £5 to "John Gilpin my brothers son". As Anthony Gilpin had only
daughters as heirs, John was probably the son-in-law who married Elizabeth. He
would be John Gilpin the younger who, with John Gilpin the elder," Anthony Gilpin
and Christopher Braban, valued James's inventory. James left £ 1 to "Elizabeth my
brother [Anthony's] daughter", 10s. each to her two daughters and 20s. to her son
Rowland, a minor. Thus, the burial of "Elizabeth wife of John Gilpin of
Skelsmergh" on 26 July 1617 probably refers to the younger John's mother, for his
wife was still alive in 1618. As there are no Rowland Gilpins in the Kendal registers
between 1606 and 1631, Elizabeth's son would have been baptised in the 1600-6
gap and buried after 1631.
Her two daughters and two more sons are mentioned in the will of John Gilpin of
Garthrow, dated 21 July 1645. His eldest son Allan was to inherit "my tenement of
the lands of Sir Henry Bellingham" (CR 10s.) provided that he paid several legacies
within two years. John's daughter Agnes and his son Anthony were to have L10
each. Three grandchildren were to have £5 each: Robert, son of John's daughter
Jane; Elizabeth (Agnes's daughter), and Agnes (Allan's daughter)." Of John's
children, the only baptism surviving in the Kendal registers was Anthony on 2 June
1599. Agnes was executrix, with Thomas Burton as a supervisor. John left Anthony
none of his goods but did bequeath him "one close called the hie field being part of
a tenement called the Poundside", which would be the same close as James Gilpin
willed to his son Rowland in 1618. At the change of tenant in 1647, the manor court
noted the customary rent of "high feel[d]s" as 2s., so that they were different from
several others of the same name noted elsewhere in this study and whose general
location is indicated on Fig. 3.
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Allan Gilpin's inheritance can be traced in the Skelsmergh manor court records.
No doubt he had money problems because about 1660, Rowland Stewardson was
admitted tenant to part of a tenement forfeited to him in mortgage from Allan Gilpin
(CR 3s. 6d.). Gilpin kept the other part, paying 3s. 3d. for his half-year's customary
rent in 1675. This part will be discussed later. In 1674 Stewardson's part was taken
over by Robert Nicholson, tanner, who was buried on 7 August 1682.' 9 Robert's
widow, Alice, was left all his tenements during her widowhood, she paying his
mother, Agnes, £4 16s. a year for life. Then his eldest son Edward was to have the
tenement "where I now dwell" (CR 13s. 4d payable to Sir Thomas Braithwaite)
under the same condition. In addition he could have two closes Robert bought from
John Jackson called the High Fields, provided he payed Robert's three daughters
Agnes, Elizabeth and Mary £6 13s. 4d. each within a year. In default, all was to go
to a younger son Robert under the same provisos, plus the payment of £100 to
Edward within two years. Edward honoured his commitments but had to wait until
1714 to be admitted tenant of "High Field, formerly Robt Nicholson, deceased"
(also CR 2s.), following the burial of Alice Nicholson of Lakerigg on 30 July 1714.
Robert Nicholson left half of his tanner's tools to his son Robert, as well as land
and "the End of one barn . . . being part of Spout Tenement at Garthrow"
(CR 3s. 6d., payable to Alan Bellingham), plus half of a bark house for life. By 16
June 1708 Robert Nicholson was a Kendal innkeeper and sold the property to
Michael Taylor, parson, of "Tatyrshall", Lincolnshire, to whom it was enfranchised
on 24 June 1708 for £8 15s. 80 It was described as the "North End of the barn or
Laith with half of the Barkhouse at Garthrow" (also described as a mowstead and
outshot), with fields named Banck (4 a.), Lower Highfield (2 1 /2 a.) and Old Orchard
"formerly part of Alan Gilpin's ... tenement at Garthrow" late possessed by Robert
Nicholson's father Robert and his widow Alice. Taylor sold Spout Tenement to
Thomas Wilkinson of Garthrow in 1728.
In 1726 Wilkinson, a tanner, had already bought Red Tree, formerly used as a
tannery by Edward Nicholson (note 62). As tanner Christopher Dennison's will, on
2 March 1678/9, left £1 each to Edward, Robert and Elizabeth "children of my
neighbour Robert Nicholson", and as Dennison's holding was Sallow Tree (Red
Tree), Spout House would probably be next to it and part of a joint tanning venture.
It is important to note therefore that, from the enclosure immediately west of Red
Tree farmhouse, a good supply of spring water flows from a spout opening into a
roadside ditch. In addition the leet for Stocks Mill, a tan-mill when it was sold in
1785, flows across Red Tree land and originates in Templands field, which was part
of Spout Tenement until 1690. It would seem that the Speight family holding called
"Willow Tree" (noted above), was a further element in the occupation of the Red
Tree part of Garthrow.
After Allan Gilpin died, Edward Grayson was admitted to the remaining part of
his holding (CR 6s. 6d.) in 1681. 81 It was then divided on 30 January 1689/90 when
Grayson sold High Field (3 a.) and Templands ( 3 /4 a.), "formerly part of Spout House
in Garth Row, late in possession of Allan Gilpin, deceased", to Nicholas Braban of
Otter Bank for f26. Grayson was referred to as Gilpin's son-in-law, and customary
rent of 3s. was payable to James Grahme.82- Also in 1690, Edward Nicholson was
admitted to the other part of Grayson's tenement (CR 3s. 6d.). In 1726 Humphrey
Cleator, tanner of Kendal, became tenant of Spout House (CR 3s. 6d.) by
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alienation from Edward Nicholson, 83 the same Edward Nicholson, tanner, to whom
John Atkinson of Tarnbank (note 30) mortgaged two fields for £22 in 1707; and the
innkeeper Robert Nicholson's elder brother.
This discussion suggests that Spout House passed to Allan Gilpin from his father
John, whose wife Elizabeth, as eldest daughter of Anthony Gilpin, probably had it as
her share of her father's property before he died intestate at Thornyslack in 1620. As
it was part of the Bellingham estates, Spout House was probably Anthony Gilpin's
tenement in Farrer's list of cruck properties. Although enquiries revealed no local
memory of this place-name, Spout House probably stood at SD 5288 9737.

Thomas Burton's Tenement
This leaves Thomas Burton's tenement to be resolved. In the 1602 list it was
described as:
Thomas Burton holdeth ... a howse of 3 paire of trees, barne, cowhouse and stable all under a roofe,
errable ground 15 a., medow ground 5 a., common on Skelsmire Fell, 2 springes or coppies, th' one
cald the Hie Fall and th' other called the Law Fall, the Hie Fall conteyning 2 a., the Law Fall 1 a.,
21s. 2d., fell farm 1 d., 6 hennes, 1 capon and 2 dayes shering.

One of the tenements mentioned in Thomas Bellingham's Ipm in 1580 was
possessed by Robert Burton (Table 1 a) . The baptism of Thomas, son of Robert
Burton of Skelsmergh, was at Kendal, on 19 February 1579/80. His father married
"Sisly" Dodding on 2 August 1572. 84 If she and Elizabeth Dodding were sisters,
then Thomas Burton and John Gilpin the younger were first cousins (note 77),
which would explain their close links referred to earlier. Tragedy struck on 7
September 1591 when both Robert Burton and his wife were buried together. 85
Thomas Burton's marriage to Cristabella Gilpin was probably in the pre-1606
register gap. Sons Robert and Isaac were baptised in 1615 and 1618. 86 By then he
had already sold part of his holding, because in 1618 James Gilpin (noted above) left
to his son Rowland a "close called the high field which I bought of Thomas Burton".
Rowland was named in a list of customary tenants in 1639, but not in 1647. The
field was probably acquired by his cousin John Gilpin who, in 1645, left his son
Anthony "one close called hie field, being part of a tenement called the Poundside".
This suggests that Pondside (SD 526974) was formerly occupied by Thomas Burton
and that High Field was peripheral to the holding.
The core of the Pondside tenement apparently passed to James Pickering,
because in 1647 the manor court found that John Pickering was heir to his father
James for Pondside (CR 9s.). In 1680 John Pickering, junior, was admitted to an
unnamed holding (CR 9s.) in succession to his father John; and in 1692 Pondside
(CR 9s.) passed from John to Thomas Pickering." Even if a few shillings of
customary rent are allowed for Burton's part of High Field the total falls well short
of the 21s. 2d. payable by Thomas Burton in the 1602 list. Other parts must have
been sold but have not been found in the very incomplete manor court records.
Since the parts would be at Garth Row, this might explain why the Skelsmergh Corn
Rent map names the entire settlement as "Burton Houses", but does not name the
properties. They are listed in Table 3.
Clearly the list can be divided into two groups. Some of the six properties with
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little area might have been built on former Pondside land, while others perhaps
originated from encroachment along the margin of Skelsmergh Fell common. There
were also five larger holdings, headed by Hollin Root, 300 yards west of Garth Row.
As searches found no documentary references, it was probably not part of the
Bellingham (Levens Hall) estate. Red Tree was a Thornburgh property, so that the
most likely properties that may account for such a large shortfall in customary rent,
compared to Burton's in the 1602 list, were two holdings, one on either side of
Pondside. Along the west side, the Skelsmergh Corn Rent map of 1836, shows an
18 acre holding whose house site (on plot 246) is now occupied by "Little Hills". Its
fields were let to Edward Blencorn who was also tenant of Thornyslack. Along the
east boundary of Pondside, in 1836, Goody Nook's land lay in an awkward
"dog-leg" shape with an acre of meadow named Hagg (plot 207) cut off by
Pondside land, suggesting that the two holdings were formerly one (Fig. 3). When
Goody Nook was sold in 1973 the house and attached barn still had the appearance
of typical late 17th century buildings, which could have been newly built on land
acquired when Pondside was divided." Pondside itself seems to date from a little
earlier in that century.
TABLE 3. List of unnamed tenements in Garthrow (1836).
Plot

Described as "...
at Burton Houses"

1836 Owner

Property
Acreage*

Now known as

251
236
228
246

House & garden
House, Fold etc.
Buildings &c.
House &gardens1
[+ land rented out]^I
Barn & Fold
Houses &garden }

L. Hoggarth
J. Thompson
Natland Curacy

43.688
13.465
18.503
0.666
17.329

Hollin Root
Pondside
Goody Nook

219
220
224
239
222
247
225
238

House & garden
House & gardens
House & garden
House & gardens
Building
Garden & Barn
[former tithe barn]

Ri chard James
John Mount
John Mount
Thos Thwaites
Robt Stevenson
L. Hoggarth
Thos Fox
W. W. C. Wilson

Little Hills

32.196

Red Tree farm

0.106
1.370
0.093
0.050
0.018
0.181

Brantrigg
Morton Rigg
Thorn Rigg
demolished
Red Tree Cot.
Thorn Leigh

Note: *Excluding 1829 inclosure allotments.

Conclusion
While the previous paragraph highlights the difficulties of using incomplete records
and shows the desirability for further research if suitable documents become
available, the secure identification of most of the nine holdings with cruck frames
has been achieved using a variety of approaches. In the process, lost tenements like
Gibbon Housestead and place names, such as Sibb Tarn and Braban Tarn, have
been identified. In addition family relationships have been explored to support the
property identifications.
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The former existence of nineteen cruck framed buildings which had sixty-one
"pairs of trees", compared to the survival of a single building with two trusses, gives
a survival rate of five per cent for known buildings and just over three per cent for
frames. One would expect the true figure for buildings to be noticeably lower as
there were probably more for which no records have been found. For example, poor
details for five of the six Skelsmergh holdings in the manor of Crook might well
mask evidence. Other Skelsmergh tenements were controlled by the Leyburnes of
Skelsmergh Hall (up to 1715), the Thornburghs of Selside Hall and the Braithwaites
of Burneside Hall. There were also freehold properties such as Gilthwaiterigg and
Crown properties such as Thornyslack, which could have had crucks. In addition
numerous old tenements, like Gibbon Housestead, which had been subsumed into
other holdings may well have had crucks. A major problem is to judge the possible
number of former cruck buildings.
Even if all of Skelsmergh's unrecorded buildings are ignored, the implications of
discovering so many crucks in just part of one sparsely populated rural parish are
staggering. If, to allow for Cumbria's moorland and mountain areas, a conservative
estimate of only one-eighth as many cruck buildings per acre existed in the sixteenth
century, there would have been over 1,800 such buildings with more than 5,700
trusses in the county. 89 The first figure is about as many as the total of known cruck
buildings in England and the second is well over twice the number of known cruck
frames in the country as a whole. The number of trusses per Skelsmergh building
averaged 3.15, whereas in a county famous for its crucks, such as Herefordshire, 160
buildings have 376 trusses, an average of just 2.35. As this study has revealed only
"the tip of an iceberg" of former crucks in Skelsmergh, the challenge is now to find
further documentary evidence in Cumbria and elsewhere. This study should
highlight some of the problems and possibilities of such research and give clues to
some approaches in a variety of sources.
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